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Community Media Handbook, 2nd Edi
tion, by A.C. Lynn Zelmer, 1979, 430
pp., $15.00 from:
Scarecrow Press, Inc.
P.O . Box 656
Metuchen, NJ 08840
"The media is the message".

. especially
true when trying to work within the frame
work of a community where you want to
involve the community as well as inform it.
This handbook is written with the philoso
phy that all media, commercial TV and
radio included, are adaptabk to a more ap
propriate, community scale.
" Most librarians and media personnel
arc trained according to a school of ad
ministration that puts expert opinion and
the convenience of the institution ahead of
the community or the customer." Hope
fully , if the community being served actu
ally operates the media center, this attitude
will not develop."
The book is , as stated , a handbook, and it
covers a very broad field of topics related to
information transfer and communication
from simple slIde show and lecture presen
tation to video and film technique. For any
one with a message to get out, this would
be as good a place as any to start developing
an effective plan of action-and who
knows '-street theater or a good slide
show may be more appropriate than an
expensive and complicated TV broadcast.
The point is that when it comes to com
munication we don't have to hire profes
sionals to do it for us. (At $15.00, however,
I would suggest recommending it to your
local library as a good resource ireference
book .) -Kiko Denzer

Audio-Visual Guide 1979-80, 40 pp.,
$2.00 from:
Mobilization for Survival
3601 Locust Walk
Philadelphia, PA 19104
215/386-4875
This is a handy guide to audio-visual mate
rials that should be usl'ful to conference

*
**........
~access
*
organizers, community groups and teach
ers. SlIde programs, filmstrips and docu
mentaries on a wide range of issues are
lIsted by subject, with complete informa
tion on length, date, rental or sale fee , and
distributor addresses. Categories include
nuclear and alternative energy, labor and
liberation struggles , multinationals and
milItarism. -MR

The Conserver Society: An Annotated
Resource Guide, 80 pp., 1979, $3.00
from:
Saskatoon Public Library
311 23rd Street East
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
S7K OJ6 Canada
A few years ago the Science Council of
Canada, in an attempt to deal with the im
pending problems of limited resources and
economic disparity facing Canadians, pro
posed the concept of the" conserver so
ciety ." Though based primarily on energy
conservation, the " conserver society" con
cept embraces all facets of life and advocates
a complete reassessment of our present way
of living. This annotated bibliography lists
and describes books , films and periodicals
concerned with energy conservation and
renewable energy technology, all of which
are available at the Saskatoon Public Li
brary.

Outside of Saskatchewan , however , the
booklet's value is somewhat limited since,
with the exception of a list of pu blic and
private organizations involved with conser
ver society projects, the only access pro
vided to the materials described is their card
catalog number in the Saskatoon Public
Library! Still , it' s a good e xample of a
wide-ranging bibliography with lot5 of
good listings. Perhaps more significant is
the fact that it is being distributed in con
junction with the opening of the Saskatoon
Energy Conservation Information Cen
ter - an inspiration for folks starting en
ergy info centers in their own communi
tiesl-MR

"Starting and Running an Energy In
fonnation Center," 24 pp., Oct. 1979,
from:
Oregon Department of Energy
102 Labor & Industries Building
Salem, Oregon 97310
503/378-8327
Toll free: 1-800/452-7813
This is a usefuJ publication for anyone
thinking of starting up an energy informa
tion center, describing what it's lIke and
how to go about it in great detail. It was
written for ODOE by the Mid- Willamette
Valley Energy Information Center, and
includes an appendix on their own experi
ence as well as reference materials on spe
cific energy technologies , how to plan a
workshop (on solar greenhouses or solar
water heaters) , and fundraising . -MR
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A Design and Construction Handbook
for Energy-Saving Houses, Alex Wade,
1980, $12.95 from:
Rodale Press
Organic Park
Emmaus, PA 18049

When Alex Wade wrote 30 Energy·Effi
ciell t Houses , . . YOId Can Bldld in 1978 it
seemed as though he' d wri tten the defini
ti ve solar house book-with one reserva
tion : not all of the 30 houses had been built
and /or tested .
All of the houses in his new book are
under wnstruction and /or compll·ted. The
methods he desHibes have been tned-and
they work . This book proVi des the kind of
nitty-gritty information needed to bUild
your own house. His resou rce lists steer
you in the direction of high quali ty and
efficient materials, tools , deSIgners, con
tractors and even appliances . To top it oH,
it includes a set of working drawi ngs for a
basic saltbox house with gree nhouse, an d
the detailed materials lists and spl'Cifica
tions to facilitate construction I
But the book is not oriented to wards con
struction of " Alex Wade" homes as much
as it is focused on a design an d co nst ruction
attitude and sty le. " As an initia l step in
planning an energy- effiCient hom e, you
should examine your entire lifestyle for
areas in whit h you waste energy ," Bravo I
This book ranks (wi th the Mazda Passive
So lar Ellrrgy Book and Bruce Anderson 's
The So lar Home Book) am ong the bcs! in
the fi eld , and is a pe rfcct follow-u p to his
30 Enf'Tgy-Efficiellt Hous es, The weU 
stocked bookshelf should include bot h
books , -CC
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THE PAST
A Capitalist Romance: Singer and the
Sewing Machine, Ruth Brandon, 1977,
$10.95 from:
J.B. Lippincott Company
E. Washington Square
Philadelphia, PA 19105
Isaac Merritt Singer could hardly be called
a conscious advocate of the women 's suf
frage movement. During the Civil War,
the nation was shocked to discover that he
was maintaining a number of " wives" si
m ultaneously, and he no doubt would have
been equally shocked had he discovered
that any of these ladies was a follower of
Susan B. Anthony or Elizabeth Cady Stan
ton. Yet, ironically, Singer and his fellow
sewing machine manufacturers may have
had as much to do with improving the sta
tus of women in nineteenth century
America as the suffragettes did .
The challenge facing Singer and his com
petitors was a formidable one : to convince
millions of women (and their husbands) to
purchase a piece of machinery which was
not only expensive, but which actually
threatened to provide the ladies with a
small measure of leisure time . That the
devil frequently found work for idle hands
was well known , but for the men of Ameri 
ca , an even more sobering prospect
loomed: a cartoon of the time showed a
sewing machine salesman exclaiming how
the machine was so efficient that "there's
nothing left fo r the ladies to do now but to

Improve their Intellects!"

Indeed, the manufacturers, whatever
their personal beliefs on the subject , found
it in their best interests to encourage wom
en to look upon themselves as capable and
self-reliant. Women were employed to
demonstrate and teach the operation of th e
Singer machines , and Singer advertising
pointed out both the benefits of added lei
sure time for child rearing and the oppor
tunities for independent income which
could be realized from taking in sewing. If
the initial cost of the machine was a prob
lem, the Singer Company was ready with
yet another revolutionary idea : easy
monthly installment payments!
Unfortunately , this fascinating glimpse
at the sewing machine's impact on
women's lives and attitudes is overshad
owed by author Ruth Brandon' s greater
concern with the technical development of
the machine and with the R-rated details of
I.M. Singer'S private life. The book pro
vides enjoyable reading throughout. but it
is hoped that Brandon or some other writer
will soon give the " women and technol
ogy" angle of her story the kind of detailed
attention which it deserves. - JF
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ELDERLY&
ENERGI1

O ne of the basic goals in the appropriate technology movement is a
more democratica ll y energized society. Energy for all, we proclaim,
regardless of ability to pay , but we have a long way to go before we
attain that goa l. Among those hit hardest by this year's energy cri
sis will be the elderly, as most of them are on fixed incomes and
cannot keep up. Pathetic tales have been told of elderly persons who
have their electricity or gas turned off by a utility due to inability to
pay for the ever-increasing fuel bill . Fourteen percent of an elderly
person's total cost of living goes towards energy payments, and for
the elderly poor it is 30% (as compared to the average American
family , which spends about 4%) . This economic impact affects the
elderly person's total standard of living . The increasing price of
energy (which cannot be offset by a salary increase since most el
derly citizens have retired) forces them to cut back on the necessi
ties (not luxuries) of life. Problems such as eviction, foreclosure,
inability to pay for mortgages and the great danger of utility shut
off faces the elderly renter or homeowner.
Although there is much truth in the saying "a cooler room is
better for the circulatory system ," the elderly do not find this ex
hilaration in the briskness of their bedroom or parlor. More com
mon among the elderly is hypothermia-a condition in which the
person's body temperature drops to a subnormal level (often with
out the person's awareness) . Hypothermia and other medical com
plications resulting from a thermostat set below a comfortable level,
endangers the health and survival of many elderly citizens. This
winter, as in past winters, people will die because of this problem.

Elderly persons also face a dramatic change in their social/recrea
tional realm as energy prices escalate. Seniors eat less as weekly
grocery trips are cut back-a result of prohibitively expensive gaso
line and insufficient mass transit. Recreational and social activities
at community points are painfully overlooked also, due to that in
flated gallon, leading to the isolation of the elderly in their not so
wann and cozy dwelling places .
So what is being done to help alleviate this condition? Some en
ergy related programs at the local, state and federal levels do exist
for the elderly of our nation in the form of tax credits , exemptions ,
rebates and food stamps . Unfortunately, the forms to apply for
these assistance programs are usually so bureaucratically compli
cated that many people are unable to comprehend them and there
fore refrain from applying. Clearly , not enough is being done and
not enough attention being given to the seniors of our country in
this crunch . Why is it that modern medicine searches feverishly for
the "Methuselah enzyme" when the oldest of our society are dis
c~rde~ andtreated with such disrespect? Once again, the energy
situation gIVes us the opportunity to examine our values concerning
the importance and dignity of all life.
-Debra Whitelaw

For more info, and to find out what exists
in your area with the elderly and energy,
contact :
Citizen Labor Energy Coalition
International Union of Machinists
1300 Connecticut Ave . N . W.
Washington , DC 20036
202 /857-5200
Massachusetts Fair Share
304 Boylston Street
Boston , MA02116
617/ 266-7505
New York Statewide Senior Action
Council, Inc .
349 Broadway , Rm . 217
New York, NY 10013
212 /925-0762
itizen 's Action League
814 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
415/ 543-4101
Last October The Energy Consumer carried
excerpts from the testimony of Ruth Tooth
aker, age 65, from Maine, where she
lives alone. Ruth testified before the Senate
Labo r and Human Resources Committee,
adding a special perspective on the condi
tions Debra speaks of above . " . . . Old peo
ple in this country are proud . They don ' t
like to tell their personal business-most
of us have gotten by all these years by go
ing without to make ends meet and don't
want to change now . .. . The thought of
asking to get help . . . makes my stomach
feel sick. I'm just not used to asking for a
handout and I don't want to start now, al
though with the price of oil it looks like this
winter I might have to eat my pride."
The Office of Consumer Affairs at DOE
is still our best advocate on the inside. Tina
Hobson , its director, has been in many of
our communities personally listening to
complaints and responding to them with as
much positive action as their budget allows .
The Energy Consumer is the conduit for
feedback and the best source of information
regarding federal energy programs availa
ble, and it's FREE! Write to be put on their
mailing list. -CC

The Energy Consumer, free from:
Department of Energy
Office of Consumer Affairs
Washington, DC 20585
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Solar Education Directories (by states),
1979, free from:
National Solar Heating &: Cooling
Information Hotline

~
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1-800 1523-2929
800/462-4983 in PA
800/523-4700 in Hawaii &: Alaska

SERI writes us that the National Solar
Education Dirl?Ctory is going into its second

(
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)

printing with no copies left of its fi rst.
They did, however, send us the Solar Edll
Communities
cation Directories for Idaho-Montans-Wy
Here are two gUIdes for residents begi nning
oming and Oregon- Washington. The
to equi p thei r arsenal against threatening
directories include information on colleges,
neighbo rhood developments. Deanna Nord
universities, junior colleges and vocationa l
technical colleges in each region wh ich of
Rebel Residents: How They Fight Devel
fer courses and i or programs relating to
opers, by Carolyn R. Logan, 76 pp.,
energy. They seem to be fairly inclusive
$4.95 plus $.59 postage from:
and are a good place to start looking for
Western Search Inc.
solar training from that sector.-CC

P.O. Box 334
Seahurst, WA 98062

(

WIND)
Wind Power: Recent Developments,
edited by D.J. De Renzo, 1979, $36.00
from:
Noyes Data Corporation
Mill Road at Grand Avenue
Park Ridge, NJ 07656
The Noyes Data Energy Technology Re
view Series taken as a wh ole have a few
drawbacks, not the least of which are theIr
prices . Beyond the price constraint, there
are two other tendencies thl'y have that
you should be aware of before running OUt
and buying them . These books make cer
tain assumptions about the technical back
ground of their readers . That is to say,
they' re not for beginners . By the same to
ken, even engineers and others with exten
sive background might prefer books which
start more generally and work their way to
more specific information.
These books are, for the most part, non
judgemental reviews of the latest material
passing through the U.S. patent offices .
Keep that in mind-they' re good refer
ences for that kind of in formation.
The Wind Power book covers much of
the technical research going on at Lockheed
and Boeing having to do with structural
stress factors, and work being done for
these two corporations at MIT and Georgia
Tech . It's from that perspective that the
economics of wind are explored, but there's
also a chapter on rural self-sufficiency and
the economics of that scale . Probably the
best info in the book covers the wind char
acteristics for different regions and the two
chapters on rotor design and blade specs for
into the wind and vertical blade systems.
-Gail Katz

Gail Katz has a background in carpentry
and is an engineer with n double degree in
electrical arId mrchnnrcal eng i llee rr n~ .

This book vividly illustrates tht' impo rtant
fact that anger and self-righteousness are
no match for the money and expertise of an
unwanted devel oper. Outlinmg political
subtleties and describing various strategies,
this guide portrays thl' effectiveness of
thoroughly examining an issue. You
should know who you' re fighting as well as
who and wha t ca n help you . WhJ1 l' focus
109 on the firs lhand t'xperil'nce o f Kings
County, Washington , organiza tion , this
knowledgl' ca n certainl y be applied to the
problem in any area . -ON

Insurance Redlining: A Guide for Ac
tion, 14 pp., free from:
U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development
Washington, DC 20410
Imagine a red line drawn around your
neighborhood, banks and insurance com pa
nies who never cross that li ne . That's re
dlining .
Insurance rl'Cl.lining is a crucial issue for our
cities . This is particularly true for " older
neighborhoods which contain a diverSIty of
people and property " and arl'as that are
integrated and transitional. Thl'sl' neigh
borhoods are labl'k'd " high risk ." How
ever, many consumers an.' not versed in the
types of insurance coverage ava ilable, the
relative costs , insurance te rms, and rate
systl'ms- all of which this short handbook
explains. The book also outlines the basic
strategies of investigation and confro nta
tion of insurance rl'dlining and pomts ou t
that "there have been indications that
lenders' decisions to redlin e a neig hbor
hood are sometimes based on signals they
receive from the insuranCl' ind ustry." A
useful handbook for any g roup fight ing
this industry bias agai nst ou r urban neigh
borhoods . - ON
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AConnrsation wnh Winona laDuke
Last Jul y some 2000 of us participated in the National Gathering
of the People, in an attempt to help protect the Black Hills of South
Dakota from coal and uran ium strip-mining . The Black Hills, site
o{ one of the oldest geological formations in the U.S., is also a sa
rred place fo r many Native Americans . One of the speakers at the
Gathering , Winona LaDuke, is a founder of Womrn of All Red
Nations (WARN) . When Winona was in Portland in December we
arranged the following discllssion at Rainhouse. -MR

RAIN: Maybe you could start by telling us a little about the his
tory of WARN (Women of All Red Nations), how and why it got
started .
WLD: OK. Traditionally the men and women in our nations each
had roles. Women are considered to be the backbones of Indian na
tions because the responsibility for future generations belongs to
the women . Now , through history we've had a problem called "col
onization" where everything got really messed up over time. And it
got to th e point where in the past four or five generations the wom
en have become really colonized and are trying to fall into roles that
aren't traditional. Also, there's a really high rate now on the reser
vations of alcoholism, of poverty , of Indian men getting put in
prison.
So the American Indian Movem ent (AIM), which was founded in
1968, realized that there was a direct need to have a core group of
women that were working with AIM as part of AIM . That's what
the Women of All Red Nations is, but in a way so as to bring back
the traditional role of women in the Indian nations and in the lead
ership and guidance of AIM, and to combat this colonization.
WARN was founded last year (1978), in September, in Rapid
ity , S.D ., by about 200 women. Since that time we've grown a lot
and have a few thousand people in both South and North America
that are involved in WARN now .
RAIN : I just want to clarify one thing you said. You said that the
goal of WARN is to restore the traditional position of Indian wom
en in Indian culture?
WLD: Well, that's part of it . One of the major things that's hap
pened to us is the way the family structure and the relationships in
the family have been broken down. So that's where we start out as
WARN, right there with the families, and fighting what happens to
women especially , like the sterilization of Indian women. One out
of every four Native American women has been sterilized . That's
not traditiona l, but we aren't ta lking about just traditional things,
we're talkmg abou t ou r su rvival as a people as a whole.

In addition to this, and aside from fighting against the exploita
tion of uranium which affects women first (the radiation), we are
forced to understand the link between repression of the people and
theft of the resources. The government targets the men, like
Leonard Peltier, and puts them into prison. They create distractions
while stealing our resources. Leonard Peltier is a prisoner of the
national energy policy .
So that's what the women are fighting . And to insure that the
women are getting stronger and stronger in side AIM , inside our
liberation struggle, that's what WARN is about.
RAIN: I'm wondering what kind of response you get from non
Indian feminists in this country . It seems to me that some of them
might greet you with open arms while others might be very resis
tant to a movement that's trying to restore values of the family . . .
WLD: That's exactly true. An important distinction between us
and many people in the women's 11)0vement is that we view our
selves as an integral part, almost a representation , of the earth. The
earth is our mother-a woman. As women are exploited , so is our
mother. And we must fight both battles simultaneously.
So we get into disagreements about those kinds of things and
. what the role of women inside a movement is . And we don't sepa
rate ourselves from our men because we can't afford to .
RAIN: Has WARN had much contact with the women's health
movement?
WLD: One of our major concerns now is radiation . This is a really
big problem for Indians, a really big problem. On Pine Ridge reser
vation in September of this year five women were buried and they
all had either breast or uterine cancer. Our belief is that if we' re not
sterilized by the Indian Health Service we're sterilized by the radia
tion.
RAIN: Can you give a little background on the uranium mining?
Are you talking about right on the reservation or on federal land
lying next to the reservation?
WLD: Well, historically speaking, it seems like they always found
uranium on the reservation.
RAIN: Well, did the federal government have mineral rights writ
ten into the treaty? Or did they make an agreement with the tribal
structure?

February-March 1980
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"The Navajo nation has exercised its
right by deciding to literally give away
all its water to the energy companies!"

WLD: By the trl'aties we had the right to have ou r own gove rn
ment, like we always had . But in 1934 they established govern
ments on the reservation under the Indian Reorganization Act .
They were subject to the approval of the Department of Interior ,
and those are the guys that sign the mineral leases for Indian rese r
vations . Well, at that time they didn ' t have the technology to l' X
ploit uranium-they didn't know what it was '-but they were
into gold and oil and natural gas and things like that . And the
found those on the reservation so they got the t ri bal councils lI) sig n
the leases for that, 'cause the people were poor, and they though t it
would be a good idea at that time . There was a lot of that kind of
development. You could see that in Oklahoma, specifically , where
the Indian land base is totally eroded because of thl' Oklahoma oil
rush . That's where the oil companil's started.
Well, in the atomic age the first place they found the uranium
was Great Bear Lake in Canada, which is the land of the Dene na
tion-that means " people" in their language-then the U.S. dl'
cided it would " go domestic" for uranium , atoms for peace , etc.
They came down here, and the Atomic Energy Commission con
tracted out about 25 some projects, uranium mining , at that tim e.
There were some like at Edgl'mont , S .D. , whIch are the legal lands
of thl' Lakota , or Sioux nation, and some in southern Oregon and
near Spokane. Colorado had a lot of them-there's a lot of Un ion
Carbide operations there . Then of course there's the Southwest . So
they started all these mining operations thl'n, and I would say abou t
half of them were on the reservations . Now, what happl'nl'd is th at
a lot of them closed down and a lot of them expanded. So, we found
out that in the Southwest is wheH' the biggest expansion was , in
what's called the Grants Mineral Belt. The Southwest, in the area
where those four states cross, the Four Co rners aH'a, 350,000 In
dian people live there . It's the biggest concentration of Indian peo
ple in the Northern Hemisphere.
That's where they found all the resources . Somehow, wh en it
started out they were mining just on the resl'rvation, the Navajo
(Dine) reservation, and at Laguna Pueblo just due cast of Nava jo.
There Anaconda openl'd up a " small " uranium strip-mine opl' ra 
tion in '51 and now they 've got the largest uranium strip mi n.. In
the world . (In the free world , actually. Its only com petition is in
Namibia . ) Though thert"s uranium in other places , they chost' to
operate it on the reservations. For t'xample, in 74,1 00% of all fcd
photos by Carlotta Collelle

"In '74, 100 0/0 of all federally
controlled uranium production came
from Indian reseroations."
ru ll y ntr lied uranium production came from Indian reserva
tions . Since then they 've gone kind of crazy in Wyoming, one
could say. There's a lot of mining there in Wyoming, but still. for
th most pan , we predict that about 80 % of federal uranium pro
ducti on comes fro m Indian lands now. And since the U.S . is the
majur pruduc r of uranium , what it looks like on a world scale is
that Indians are the No . 4 producers of uranium in the world (that's
combined U.S . and Canadian Indians) .
RAIN: What do they get out of it , financially?
WLO : As of 75, Ind ians were being paid $.60/Ib . for uranium
whIC h was going for $30 /Ib. on the market . That's because the fed
eral govern ment 's Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) negotiates these
thmgs. Now the pri e has gone up and Indians are getting still, I
think , $.601Ib. for uraniu m , 'cause most of the contracts haven' t
been rene otiated- the BIA has the right to authorize renegotia
tion or not . In the outhwest we have a situation where there's the
most co rruption of any Indian res rvation, on the Navajo reserva
tio n. n the Hopi reservation also. Peter MacDonald is called the
shah of Nava jo . Between him and the Hopi Tribal Chairman (Mar

access

tin Sekaquaptewa) they sold out the whole reservation . I know that
they're energy resource rich, but we can see that they're victims of
the system as well.
RAIN: Well, some of the more northern tribes are being very wary
about coal rights, aren't they?
WLO: Right, like Northern Cheyenne. If Indian tribes in the west
ern U.S., not including the west coast area, exercise jurisdiction to
their water rights, for example, there wouldn't be any water in
those states, 'cause legally all the water belongs to Indian tribes.
Now that's not a bad thing to say, and it's not like Indians are gon
na steal it all, but under the foremost doctrine of water rights , the
"Winters Doctrine," Indians have the rights to that . Now in the
Southwest in particular, the Navajo nation has exercised its right by
deciding to give away its water, literally give away all its water, to
people like New Mexico Public Utilities, Kenecott Copper, Kerr
McGee, Exxon; that's where all the water in the Southwest is going
to, to the energy companies! If Indian tribes wanted to exercise
jurisdiction, they have the legal rights to exercise that jurisdiction,
under international law and under national law.
RAIN: What you're saying, then, is that if the Indians wanted to
they could stop the whole synfuels program , right, 'cause that takes
tremendous amounts of water.
WLO: If the Indian Tribal Councils could be pushed into looking
reasonably at the situation they could stop a lot of energy develop
ment, just because of the water rights. But because people like Peter
MacDonald are in there, there are now in the area of the Navajo
reservation 36 operating uranium mines, 6 operating uranium
mills, 4 coal strip mines averaging between 22 and 40,000 acres,
and 5 coal-fired power plants. And on-line are up to 6 coal gasifica
tion plants . .. . They could stop that if they wanted to.
RAIN: And Peter MacDonald gets written up in all the major na
tional magazines as the great Horatio Alger story of the Indians!
WLO: That's right. He just got appointed to the National Petro
leum Council. He's like ... he's the biggest man in the Indian
country . But the only way he's got his power is because he leases
out his land, and there's a lot of local opposition to him because, if
you're living in the area that Peabody Coal wants to strip mine, and
you have to move, then you get really angry. It's like the older
women-that's where you see this stuff about WARN-y' know,
the older women are the ones that are leading the struggle down
there in the Southwest. The women are the traditional leaders at
Navajo . In September of this year Katherine Smith, a 65-year-old
Navajo woman , was arrested for shooting over the head of a fencing
crew. The fencing crew wanted to force her to relocate off her land.
That's what provides the gUidance for the younger people in a lot of

ing MacDonald.
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"MFS 1980 Timeline," free from
local groups or
Mobilization for Survival
3601 Locust Walk
Philadelphia, PA 19104

21 5/386-4875
The MFS Thi rd Na ti onal onference last
Denmber in Louis vil le, KY (" Survival in
the 'SOs- Building a Unified Movement" )'
produced an ambitious timeline of actions
and outrc(}ch for the coming year . with
these major fo i:
April 25-28 : OALITION FOR A Na N
N e l E R WO RLD-Activities in Wash 
ington , 0 , with parallel actions in Phoe
ni X, AZ . Lobby Da y , Teach- in , March &
Rally , ReligiOUS Service , and Non violent
ivil Disobcdience at t he Dept. of Energy .

April 26-Fall : NUCLEAR DISARMA
MENT SUMMER - Grass-roots campaign
to highlight disa rmame nt during the elec
tion period .
July 18-26 : BLACK HILLS SURVIVAL
GkTHERING , South Dakota (see box).
- MR
The Trilateral Connection (poster),
1979, $3.50 from:
Black Hills Alliance
P.O. Box 2508
Rapid City, SO 57701
Winona LaDuke calls them "the supreme
Wasichu ." The Black Hills Alliance con
siders them its Number One enemy. Just
what is the Trilateral Commission? Lynne
Lah r and others in the Black Hills Alliance
spent ho urs po ring th rough Moody's Co r

porate Index , Standard & Poor' 5 Register ,
Who's Who and a number of other sources
to find out. What they came up with is an
indispensable resource illustrating the links
between U.S. Trilateral Commission mem
bers , the federal government, and multina
tional corporations, foundations , banks,
industrials , transportation and energy
companies .

The Trilateral Commission formed in
1973 and meets on the average of every
nine months ;n one of th e Trilateral Com
mission countries , which represent North
America, Western Europe and Japan-th e
industrial nathms . David Rockefeller and
Zbigniew Brzesinski were tile commission's
founders. The stated purpose of th e organ;
zation is " wo rld I'co'lO rn ic order." - MR

Februa ry-M arch 1980
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The thing about Navajo is , you look at every other rese rvation
and th ~ land base has been eroded. They always steal land from
Ind ians . But Navajo's the only reservation where they ever gave it
back-consistently' Like, every ten years they'd give back more
land, and that's why it's the biggest reservation . That's because
they put in such effective puppet government. It was established by
Standard Oil in 1922 . That's how they got the Tribal Council
sta rted. So they didn ' t even have to take it away! They could just
give ' em more, they did such a good job! So that's a lot of what has
to be fought .
RAIN: Do you feel the relationship of WARN and other Native
American groups with anti-nuke groups is really solid? Or is it
more like ' 'I'll do you a favor if you do me one?"
WLO: I think that there's a lot of potential there, but I think it' s
going to require that both parts do some learning . I think we under
stand a lot about America and the way American people are, 'cause
we spend a lot of time looking at it! But Americans have neve r been
fo rced to look at themselves-they're always moving , they never
have to look back. What we see with the American no-nukes is . . .
Americans are always responding to a crisis situation , like the Viet
nam War, and now we get to no-nukes. All of a sudden they de
cided that nudear power and weapons are a bad idea, and it's not
like coal and nudear power weren't going on before, but everybody
just got scared about it. So they start looking around for allies and
all of a sudden they figure out-Io and behold !-Indians got the
uranium, let's start talking to them!
So they talk to us, and it' s starting to grow, but still, what I feel
like when I go to a no-nukes demonstration is I get treated like a
minority-it's like they ' re doing me a favor to let me talk! Am I
supposed to offer a " minority viewpoint" on behalf of all the brown
and black people who aren ' t there?
We understand that there's been a war going on for 400 years .
Although there are few of us and we are oppressed, our power
comes from a balance between our spiritual center and its manifes
ta tion in the way we fight the war. We have to be respected from
that basis, respected from understanding our spirituality, the things
that are part of our nations, that make us distinct. Also, in evaluat
ing their still token acceptance of us inside the anti-nuclear
movement they have to look at the whole way that they treat other
people in the movement, like blacks, or Chicanos, and women!
Have you ever heard of this word Wasichu? No? I'll tell you this
lit tle story . The first time a Lakota person, a Sioux, ever saw a
wh ite guy it was a starving pioneer who looked like a ghost. He was
run ning across the prairie and he snuck into their camp in the mid
dle of the night to steal some food' cause he was hungry. This
ma kes sense, right? So he snuck in there and what he stole was, he
didn't steal any meat, he stole the fat! Well this Lakota was rather

alarmed ! He couldn ' t understand this! So the word Wasichu, it
means "he who eats the fat ." Now since that time it's been adapted,
and it doesn't refer to a color . It refers to a state of mind . And that's
who we have historically identified as the enemy, is the Wasicllll .
Peter MacDonald , like some others , has bee n made into an hono r
ary Wasichu . It's the same thing. And those a re the crazies tha t ru n
things , those guys.
These people like no-nukes or environmentalists, a lot of times
they look at a symptom . A nudear power pla nt is a symptom, is
what it is. Weapons bases and all those thi ngs are symptoms .. .
y'know, none of that stuff is gonna hurt you unless it's got ura
nium , and that's where it' s got to be stopped . That's what feeds
multinational corporations, is resources . And that's why, when
you ' re talking about New Mexico, it's the No . 1 uranium-produc
ing state in the country-and the Navajos are the ones that produce
it. You' re talking about coal, you're talkin g about copper , silver, all
this stuff that feeds those companies comes (rom those places, and
that's what has to be stopped if you want to stop this monster. You
gotta stop what's feedin ' it. They can invest millions of dollars in a
nuclear power plant, but if they can't feed it, it's just a m useu m
piece.

Black Hills Survival Gathering, July 18-26,1980. Contact:
Black Hills Alliance
P.O. Box 2508
Rapid City, SO 57701

ranchers, professionals, union people, ordinary citizens, etc.
The Third part will be on alternatives, realistic pl'opll' -controlled
alternatives, especially ones that we could apply in South Dakota ,
rural areas , rural and urban areas . We' re bringing in people who
have the skills to put those things together and who know how to
put up pilot projects . We're inviting a lot of people , we l'xpect a lot
of people to be there. The whole gathering should bl' self-s uff icient ,
like the one last year. We want to have it that way, haw peopll'
who know how to build underground houses, etc. , (orne o ut there
to that.
It's gonna be construction of windmills and stuff like that , to
show people how it can be done , and how easily it can be done, and
that's really important . Y' know, if you ride around in South Dako
ta, there' s windmills jus t sitting there, not bei ng used ' It's reall y
important to get people understanding why those things arc so
great to use.

WLO: There's three things that ilre going to come out of it that'll be
really important , and I think important for everyone, not just In
dians o r people with the Black Hills Alliance. The first thing is a
forum on genocidal policies against land-based peoples, which in
cludes Indians, farmers , ranchers-anyone who tries to survive on
thl· land .
The second forum is a tribunal on multinational energy-develop
ing corporations . We'll be gathering testimony on environmental
impacts, sharing experiences in dealing with them, and trying to
fi nd out who specifically (which person in wh ich company) is mak
ing th e decisio ns affecting the hills. This in fo rmation will be pre
sented to a jury of the people, with people from all walks of Iife

"Wasichu (wo See schu), it means 'he
who eats the fat.' It refers to a state of
mind."
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includes replacing the seal. But that is a
function of the nature ~f dealershi ps,
where the shop foreman answers to the
owner, and the mechanics "j ust work
there." Go to a little, one- or two-man
shop, where the mechanic is the foreman is
the owner is the guy who deals with you .
And don't give him hell just because he
uses a flat-rate book . Chances are that he' ll
be charging you enough to meet expenses
and take a little bit home , not by any
means getting rich, and if he arrives at that
amount by using time estimates from a
manual, so be it. If you are driving an old
car that you are keeping alive, despite the
fact that every bolt is rusted solid, getting
away with paying the flat rate will often be
to your advantage .
Then Tom and Lane teamed up to write
an interesting article on population. Which
contains a sentence that bothers me : " Cen
teredness can be found in meditation as
well as in huge tracts of preserved wilder
ness." The implication is that one can view
the importance of preserving wilderness in
the face of pressures created by increased
population in terms of how necessary wil
derness is to man , and to his psychological
well-being. Boy , is that anthropocentric'
The notion has its roots way back in the
book of Genesis, where God gave man do
minion over the earth. Do Tom and Lane
really mean to say that? I'm more inclined
to think of wilderness not as something
that was put here for my use, but as some
thing also used by Grizzlies, Canada Jays ,
Trout, and lots of others I like almost as
much as I like kids .

letters
DearRAIN,

There are a couple of points that were
raised in the last issue to which I would like
to respond . Your comments in " Rain
dro ps" about the importance of thinking
hard about what kind of movement appro
priate tech nology should bl'<'Ome reminded
me of a David Morris article that has both
ered me ever since I read it in a recent Solar
Age . David argued tha t we oug ht to get
serious abou t energy conservation by be
gi nn ing to legislate " t'nergy quotas ." He
argue d th at ene rg waste ought to be rec
ognrzed as anti-social behavior and treated
as such. An attractive idea in a way- but ,
gosh, does it ever fl y in the fal:e of the no
lion uf decentrali l ing n..rgy decisions . It
seems to me that th e solu tion that David is
propusing does not g row from the philo
sophi al underpinnings of what I take the
movement to be . But, is there really any
thmg approxi mating a com mon ly held phil
usophical pOSirion that binds people in
volved an appropriate or commu nit y

technologies together? If not, we're not as
strong as we'd like to think . RAIN has al
ways been the journal where these matters
of philosophy are discussed. I hope we see
even more of this discussion .
Your review of The Sun Betrayed was a
dandy , and relates to the problem of philos
ophy, strength, and direction. And it was
able to tell me why I always end up de
pressed and disoriented after reading
through an issue of Solar Engineering. I
won't do it any more.
On to other things. Tom Bender, in his
review of Why Trade It In? , contributes to
the notion that the automobile repair busi
ness is fundamentally a " scam. " As some
one who has spent a lot of time working as
a mechanic , I'd like to take issue with his
contention that flat rate manuals are set up
as a way of putting something over on peo
ple. When used properly, flat rate times
provide a reasonably good guess as to what
11 job will take. It is also true that many
garages, particularly dealerships, use the
books unfairly , charging, for example, for
the time to replace a differential grease seal
and charging for the time listed to replace a
pinion bearing, which operation already

Finally, where has Tom been buying his
Ivory soap and having to pay $3 a pound?
The other day I bought three 4112 -ounce
bars of Ivory for $.79, which comes out to
$.94 per pound . Or has Proctor and Gamble
taken me in too?
Good news from Oklahoma . Our De
partment of Energy has hired someone to
look after the solar programs who has had
experience with hands-on workshops and
who has, in the past , shown a commitment
to low-tech, decentralized applications. His
name is Ron Marlett . A nice change from
their past tendency to hire ex-executives
from large corporations and ex-military
people .
Any magazine that can provoke so much
comment on a single issue is doing its job.
Keep up the good work.
Bill Zoellick
Sunspace, Inc.
P.O . Box 1792
Ada, OK 74820

" Is Population a Problem?" (January
RAIN) by Tom Bender and Lane deMolI,

elicited more response than any single art i
cle we've published in recent months. W e'll
be printing some of thos e and a reply from
T(lm and Lane in tire April isslle.
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Folks,
When I read in your November issue
that you'd netted only $822 in donations
over a year' s time I asked myself , " Is that
all7" Since then I' ve been trying to come
up with something . When I read 10 min
utes ago that you needed a typewriter ...
well, here it is .
I buught it six months ago for reasons I
won't go into, but in any event haven ' t
been able to justify owning it. Especially
now that I know of a good u se to which it
can be put.
Keep up the good work.
Regards ,
Bruce Campbell
Seattle, WA

New typewriters do not in th e mail every
day come-we're still a little overwhelmed.
We've been using it steadily since it first
waltzed in the door with our mailman. It' s
hard to believe we got along with our one
old one up until now'
A million thanks from all of us!
-RAIN
Dear Rain Staff,
I was pleased to lea rn that you had de
cided that the best way to introduce Mark
Roseland to your readers was to sneak him
by. While he was here in the College of
Science in Society we genera Il y tried to
keep him hidden , too , so as not to give the
wrung impression about our program.
As for his being a " new face from the
east," I wish to assure you that not all face s
in the east are like his . But then perhaps
you were merely suggesting that he needed
one.
My sympathies ,
Jeffrey J. W Baker
Wesleyan Universit y i CSiS
Middletown , CT

A Harder Look
Dear RAIN ,
I think Lloyd Kahn 's comments are very
typical of the comments made by people
who have not seen well-deSig ned earth
sheltered houses in terms of the desirability
as places to live . As for the psyc hological
effects , most earth-sheltered houses have
at least as much window area as normal
houses although this may be grouped on
one window wall (as in any passive solar
house or typical apartment or cundomin
ium). Only the blank areas are covered
with earth .
His points on do-it-yourself earth-shel 
tered hous es are well taken. This can be a
dangerous area for the non-professional
sincr earth loads are heavy and waterproof
ing must be given careful attention.
Nevertheless , it is possible to build
earth-sheltered houses which are dry ,
quil:'t, comfurtable , blend in with the en
vironment , have very low energy con

sumptions (1.0-1. 5 BTU / sq. ft. / Heating
Degree Day for well-deSigned houses) and
have a high thermal mass which work s well
with interruptible sources of energy such as
passi ve and active so la r. Thi s energy per
formance is natural and will continue for
the life of the structure. Such st ructures
have very low maintenance requirem ents
and are relatively immune from normal
natural hazards suc h as tornadoes, hail
damage , etc. Thi s results in reduced in su r
ance costs often being available.
Our center presently has temperature
monitoring equipment in an empty earth
sheltered house in Minnesota . This hou se
ha s only a refrigerator turned on in a 2400
square-foot hou se. After the house had
been empty for over a wee k in sub-zero
temperatures th e house ranged in tempera 
ture from 50° to 56°F at approximately
midday . The previous three days had also
been cloudy. I believe thi s kind of perform 
ance without any supplied heat in the
northern climate changes th e question of
the availability of heating fuel from a ques
tion of survival to a question of comfort .
Earth sheltered housing is not without
its problems, but to dismi ss it in the fash
ion of Lloyd Kahn ' s comments does not do
the co ncept (nor his perceptions) Justice .
Ra y Sterling
Director ,
T he Underbround Space Ce nter
11 Mines & Metallurgy
221 C hurch St. S.E .
Minneapolis, MN 55455

This letter is in re sponse to Lloyd Kahn 's
artide " A Hard Look at How- To." Some
years ago I visited the domes he helped
build , that launch ed his Domebook wind
fall , and it wa s evident that he should have
taken a harder look at how-to .
It was a rather bizarre experience to be
sitting in our home (which is a 24' diameter
3/4 geodesic dome ) reading about how
domes were found to be unacceptable . We
hav e experienced winds in excess of 110
mph without a budge , winters with more
than 100 inches of rain and snow without a
leak. We 've stayed warm on the coldest
nights and relatively cool when su mmer
days were above 110°. But thi s is what
you 'd expect of a well-designed, well-built
home , whatever its type. The dome skin
went together quickly and allowed us to get
in and fini sh it when we had the t ime a nd
materials . It was a difficult structure to
shingle , flash , fenestrate and finish , but
that's not surprising since it's ruund. It
forms a beautifu l, secure , warm and
enlightening space that is certainly worth
all the hard work that went into it.
We have a small orchard, vineyard and
garden which supply most all of our lll'eds ,
year-round , and our strawberry patch (rl'
member the strawbrrries) produced as
much as 40 qts. at a good picking .
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This food is raised organically on re
mote , hilly land , fertili zed with manure frOIll
our poultry and livestock . We have two
milk cows , so me sheep and beef cattle and
raise meat for ourselves , so me relativ('s,
and sell the rest to pay fur land taxes, feed,
etc. By growing a broad variety of fruits ,
vegetables , meat , milk and eggs, there is
always a good crop uf some things and of
ten a poor crop of others. This year , for
example, no pears or peaches, but loads of
g rapes , apples , plums , almonds and ber
ries. Water is tight , so we learned frum
Israel ways of stretching it using drip irri
ga t ion techniques ; we developed our own
springs to su pply it powered only by grav 
ity . In the summer when the grasshopper
plague wa s devouring our plants and trees,
we achieved a balance by t urning loos e 100
' baby chickens and duck li ngs to feed on
them . I don ' t know, there ' s nothing new
about this , for us it's what a farm is all
about . . self-sufficiency through hard
work and harmony with natural fu rn' s.
We produce our own hot water with a
coil in our wood stove and a solar panel,
both systems driven by thermosiphon . We
drain the panel when the nights get frosty.
We forgot o ne night , and popped a small
hole in it. Copper is easy to solder .
In summer a so lar ov e n which we built
produces 415° F and bakes our food ou t
doors . We live in a rrmote mountain area
and have provided our uw n electricity for
71h years with a wind-driven gelll'rator .
We have a good site for wind power and ,
like building a home o r a garden , it takes
active participation ; in other word s, hard
work and for so me , like me , ma stt'r y (If the
fear of being atop hi g h towl'rs . But our
expe rien ce is that windmill s are an awe
some , inspiring and beau tiful source of
power, in th e proper context Batt('ril's
store our power and motors with bru shes ,
in AC-DC. Tools and appliances USl' it di 
rectly , as do lights . An inverter is only
u sed with our reco rd play e r . Our w ind 
driven generator has supplied us with mos t
of the pow e r to do cabinetry , paneling,
flooring , rtc. in o ur dom e , as m os t of uur
power tools are AC- D C. It has lit our hOllle
th rse many years and providrd thl" light for
my drawin g board .
Quality , enduring construction wh's
good design , guod de tailm g, good Jl13terials
and good execution. It a lways has . Thl' rl'
are no universa l answers , each problem
generates its own soluti on . And " it 's the
singrr, not the so ng ."
Jonathan and 0' Malley Stoumcl1
Miranda , CA

Tht.' author notrs that he is all orsallie ar
cllitat. His projects incillde barns (llld resi
denC!' s in Ne w Ens/and , the N(}rthwest and
Hawaii. He received two desigll awards ill
tile '/978 passiv e solar awards [(},lIpctitioll
from th e Departmcllt of Ellcrgy £llld .From
HOI/sillS alld Urban Developmcllt.
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At the risk of beating the "corporate control of everything" issue to
death (small risk), I'd like to say a few things about that
frighteningly fast-fading American institution, the family farm.
Small farms in this country seem (like the foods th ey produce) to be
tak en for granted. Not too many of us worry about farmers or farm
policil's although th ey affect the price and quality of the foods we
cat as w,,11 as the economy as a whole . With the current trend away
from small farms and towards fewer , larger farms, th e control of
the food mMkct beco mes more and more concentrated. The poten
tilal for monopolisti c food pricing grows as corporations such as
Cargill and Del Mont e own not only more of the land bu t more of
the total food production and distribution industry. These giant
corporations also manage to collect more than their share of gov
l'rnment policy bendns for their efforts. Minnesota Congressman
Richard Nolan , in his address before Congress Feb. 2,1978 , stated ,
"Good-sized efficient family farmers are lea ving our sm all com
munities by the tens of thousands because government land policy,
government price policy , government tax policy , government mar
keting policy, and government ex tension policies are design ed to
enhance large corpo rate farmers , speculators and middl emen. "
Congressman Nolan 's statement served to introduce th e Family
Farm D,'velopment Act of 1978 , which ha s been rew ritten and rein
troduced as the Family Farm Development Act (FFDA) of 1980 .
Bridly stated, th e FFDA will establish within the u.S. Depart
ment of Agriculture (USDA) a Family Farm Development Service'
to "focus attl'ntion on the family farm er's problems." This service
would research and implement land, price , tax, marketing and ex
tension polici,'s which will " enhan ce" smaller scale farm opera
tions. Research \ovili include th e "w hys" of dec lining farm numbers
whik farm sizes increase, as we ll as th e " hows" of reversing this
trend .
Other emphasis for study wili be on dev eloping energy effici ency
and altern ative tl' chnologies, such as ways to improve and maintain
sod productivity bio-agriculturall y rath e r than depending on petro
chemicals.
But resl'arch IS only one aspect of this bill. The rl' are other
changes incopo rated in the plan that will hav e very significant ef
fect s on rural America. There arc programs to provide training to
small farmers In financial as well as horticultural managem ent of
their bu siness. T here will be loa n incl'ntives for sustainabl e agricul
turl' farmin g, int egrated pest management strategies, and the utili
zation of othl'f appropriate farm technologies . Evt'n ta x code
amendments to "help prewnt non -farm corporations and outside
investors from using losses or ex pen Sl'S from farming to offset
profits earned off tht' farm."
The high cost of land makes starting new farm operations prohib
IliW Farmers wryly joke abou t being millionaires-they refer to
th eir debts, not their worth. The FFDS will provide grants adminis
tl'fed by the Farmers Hom e Administration to ' ·county orcity gov 
ernments or loca l community development u rgani zation s" so that
farmland ca n b" purchased for resale through a revolving loan fund.
Thl'f" ' s more to this bill than I've mentioned , much more . Your
C()ngr,''' pl'Opk can sl'nd you a summary , or the l'ntire bill if you
requl'st It .

Another good sign from Washington for the small farmer is the
recent USDA redefinition of the "sma ll farm" itself. It used to be
that gross sales and acreage Wl'rl' the basic factors considered in
eparatlng big from small. That policy gave businesses with other
non-farm Incom es an advantage while ('xcluding farmer s whose
g r(l ~, saic-s might bl' above the $20 ,000 limit but whose net family
In co me placed them wl,lI below the poverty level. The new defini
tion conSiders threl' bctors :
I. The farm family provides most of the labor an d management
of thl' farm.
2. Total farm income from all sources is bl'low the med ian non
metropolitan famil y income in the state .
:). The farm family depends on farming for a sig nificant portion
()f its Inlilme .

FAMILY FA
How

we gonna
keep 'em?

:tMS ••

This new definition relates the land farmed and its produ,'e back
the family, and the family's role in the rural community . A
question comes up in that third factor however. Just what IS " J sig
nificant portion " of a farm family ' s income' Since the USDA h"s in
the past urged small farmers to seck outside work for suppkm,'nt 
ing their incomes it could appear that these farmers have been effec
tively " set up" to now be defined out of their small fa rm st,l(US. An
article published by the USDA rccommends that " 10 % of Lmlily
income earned from farming would be 'Significant ' since this is thc
farm share of all income earned in rural areas. " This particular line
of demarcation reduccs the percent of farm families included in till'
new definition from 52%, to 38% - still a significant number of the
total farm population.
Combine this new definition and the ncw USDA Family Farm
Development Service with some concerted advoc,1l'Y from constitu 
ents and you get what someone keeps calling an ",'nlight"nl'd " f(lod
policy. But don't think it happens by magic. The Family F,Hnl De
velopment Bill will take all the lobbying it can gl't. Much of that is
coming from thc National Family Forni Edllclltioll Pr,)jl'(/ , ':IIH F
Strect, N. W, 2nd Floor, Washington, DC 20004 , 202 163H-6H4H
(st'e RUSH). They've becn instrument,,1 in writing th,' bill ,)I1d
nursing it along so far. They urgc all of us to write to our congrt'ss
people to ask them to co-sponsor the bill. Thcy would "Iso lik"
feedback from us as to which areas of thc bill (lur congrl'sspeopk ,)fl'
most intercsted in so that thcy CJn promotc h"Jrings on ,'" ,h issul'.
to

Thc project is also (feating a numbt'r of " Factshl'"ts " Oil AIl1<'ri,an
food policy which RAIN will "acccss " as th"y "ppl"1[
Another organization instrumental in thl' strllggk for "n l'ljuita
bit- farm policy is the Center for Rllr,i/ Af fair ;, P.O . Oox 405,
Walthill , NE 6H067, 402 /B46-542H . Thanks to (;l'l1<' Sl'wrl'l1S for
sending us their newsktter , The Smoll F'lml Adl'(lCtltl' . This p"pl'r
supplit's a great deal of information on various issul's rl'garding t'hl'
small farm. It' s packed . A must for ruml wmTllullity ,'divists . Till'
center is also the home of Th .. 5/1/al/ Farm EllerSY Project , whosl'
first two years experimenting with alt<'fnatlvl' l'Ill'rl'\Y t,'ch11ologi s
in rural Nebraska arc revil'wed in their report The First TII'o Y,',,,."' :
Smal/ Farm EllerSY Projat (sec below).
And one more: Th" Conferellce 011 Ait"rtltllil'e Statl' alld Loc,d
Policies , Asric,dtllre Proje~t , 2000 Florida Ave . N W , W."hlng
ton , DC 2000':1 , 202 /3H7-6030. Always a good source of informa
tion. They sponsored a confercnce on " Su prOf! iI1g B"gi 11 n I ng
Farml'rs ' Innovatiw State Programs ," in Minlll'sOIa th is £.,11 'Ind
have a booklet describing the programs th,'y cOVl'red . Write thl'lll
for a copy.

- CC
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small
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access
,Recent Seed Company Purchases
SEED CrnPANY
Cepril.lnc.
Moran Seeds
Harris Seeds

Celanese

O .M . Scott [, Sons
Burpee Seeds

ITT

Agricultural Soft Path Strategies?

Gurney Seeds
Farmers ' Hybrid Co.

Monsanto

Advanced Seeds
Ferry Morse Seeds
Hulling Hybrids

Pure"

Nalional·NK
Northrup' King
Rogers Brothers

Sandoz

Keystone Seed Co .
Jacques Seeds
Amchem Products

Union Carbide

"Seeds of the Earth" Seed Supplement,
January 1980 issue of Tilth: Biological
Agriculture in the Northwest, $8/yr.
from:
Rt. 2, Box 190-A
Arlington, W A 98223
Fur thosl' of us who spend Dece mber order
ing seed c ~talogs, January ordering seeds ,
and Fl·bruary and March germinating our
future crops in ~ unny windows without a
political twinge , Barbara Snyder' s "Seeds
of th e Earth" bears the rl'minder " every
thing is political." Before you dive into
your fa vorite seed catalog, take a lo ok at
the lis t of new owne rs and get your hands
on thi s article. Mega-corp ora tions are in
tc res tl,d in breedi ng for YUP (yield , unifo r
mity and proct' ssing). " YUP bias" is gener
'llly supported by government policy (see
"Fa mily Farms - How We Conna Keep
' Em"). The latC's t evidences of this tenden
cy are Senate Bill S-23 and House Bill HR
'JYY, proposed amendm e nts to the 1970
Pl a nt Va riety Protection Act. In her analy

sis o f these amendments , Snyder says,
" the pro posed amendments standardize
patent coverage (of plant vari eties) with
European laws. " The effects in Europe of
this kind of legislation are pretty dire.
" Small seed companies whose main trade
was in tradition a l var ie ties are being forced
out of bu si ness, and gardeners ca n be fined
. for even growing certain plants . People
working in the field of patent rights fear
the system will wipe out three quarters of
Europe's vegetable varieties by 1991. " The
questions are very complex and Snyder
suggests several references (including cop
ies o f the bills them selves-a sk your con
gressi o nal representative to se nd them) to
fill out the picture. - CC

Addendum: In Dec. RAIN Lloyd Kahn 's
article "A Hard Look at How-To " qtwtrd
extensively from Tilth, Slimmer 1979.
Back isslles with copies of the article
qlloted are available for $2.

And what about 50ft energy path studies
fo r farmland and rural areas 7 One criticism
that we've received concerning the gener
ally excellent o rganizing tool County En
ergy Plan Guidebo ok (RA IN May , August l
September 1979) is its noticeable lack of an
ag ricultural component in its energy sector
analysis guidelines . In a recent con versa
tion Guidebook co-author Jim Benson ack
nowledged thi s gap, and suggested that he
would be interested in communicating with
people at work on agricultural 50ft path
strategies for co unties and loca lities . Per
haps the re is some way in which their work
could be integrated into the Gu idebook
strategy .
That strategy, by the way, seems to be
rolling right along. By late autumn, at least
3,000 copies o f th e Guidebook had been
distributed ; over 100 local studies initiated;
and plans that covered several entire
states- Missouri , Vermo nt and New
Hampshire-were loo king to be completed
by earl y spring. All you " prog ressive "
states-let's gct going. Jim also mentioned
that copies of the Guideb ook are being dis
tribut ed to every local community action
prog ram in the country-a very imp o rtant
tie -in for loca l soft path strategists to ta ke
not e of. -Ste w Aml's

For further informationl feedback
contact:
Jim Benson
Institute for Ecological Studies
9208 Christopher St.
Fairfax, V A 22031
703 /691-1271
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The First Two Years: Small Fann Energy
Project (Preliminary Report, January
1977 through December 1978), July
1979,47 pp., from:
Small Farm Energy Project
Center for Rural Affairs
P.O. Box 405
Walthill, Nebraska 68067
402/846-5428
Agriculture's chronic dependence on the
fossil fuel glut of the last decades is infa
mous. Something has to be done soon to
reverse that situation, particularly if small,
diversified farming operations are to sur
vive. In northeast Nebraska-the testing
grounds of the Small Farm Energy Proj
ect- the statistics on energy costs are hair
raising. In 1977, purchased energy inputs
accounted for 13 percent of average gross
farm sales of $35,600. This outlay exceeded
the net income (profit) of $3,700 per farm.
Yet, Department of Energy calculations
indicate that energy expenses for conven
tional fuel sources to these operations will
double by 1984, easily wiping out the
equivalent of all profits currently earned by
these small operations.
For this reason alone, the Small Farm
Energy Project's two-year experiment in
linking rural-based renewable energy sys
tems to small farm operations in order to
see what positive resuits can be achieved is
vitally important. With the first phase of
their study completed, the project has some
critical and encouraging data to share with
us in its preliminary report. -Steve Ames

RAIN

Successful Small-Scale Fanning, by Karl
Schwenke, 1979, $8.95 (field guide edi
tion with washable cover) from:
Garden Way Publishing Co.
Charlotte, VT 05445

Food & Agriculture Catalog, 1979, 24
pp., $.50 ppd., from:
Food for Thought Books, Desk R
325 Main Street
Amherst, MA 01002
413/253-5432

Many of the new, small-scale fa rmers fail
due to lack of specific skills an d informa
tion. In Successful Small-Scale Farming,
Schwenke offers th is information, tem
pered with his personal perspective .
"Farming is a state of mind. If your JHe' s
objective is to make . .. money from farm 
ing ... to amass things, then s mall - ~ca lE'
farming is not for you ... yo u are better
off staying with a nine-to-five job. " " Sim
plicity of lifestyle, a dedication to careful
planning and a steadfast commitment to
permanence are the essential elements of a
successful small-scale farm venture.
For the dedicated, Schwenke offers chap
ters on topsoil, plants, machinery, farm
operation, cash crops, the "whole farm,"
and more!
New farmers will find many va luable
tips here-the sort of knowledge which,
neglected by the trend to agri business, can
usually only be obtained fro m oJd-tjme
farmers. And old-time farmers will be
pleased to find the "Charts and Tables"
section where a lot of good statistics are
gathered from numerous sources incl uding
the USDA. There's even a sample Co mmu
nity Land Trust Lease and a Table of Sim
ple Interest calculations. Handy in one
book! -Mary Dufur

Collectively run and anti-profit, Food for
Thought is one of my favorite east COi\st
book distributors. I've seen them at innu
merable conferences, rallie6 and other
events in New England, and they are al
ways a welcome sight. If organizers ask
them well in advance, they will travel and
set up an excellent selection of titles culled
from their extensive inventory. Their first
mail-order catalog was on Social Change
literature; future catalogs will focus on
Sexual Politics, Appropriate Technology &

Nuclear Power, Education/Children's
Books, Healing/Personal Growth and so
on.
The Food & Agricultu re catalog includes
reviews of over 200 titles, includif!g books,
pamphlets, periodicals, and bumper stick
ers. The result is a collection of some of the
best available resources on topics of nutri
tion, agriculture and land use, cookbooks,
food politics and world hunger, health, etc.
Food for Thought will also send you for
free, on request, their three-page list of
Appropriate Technology titles. -MR

Mary grew up on a 3S0-acre farm in
southwest Colorado. She has reviewed
books 011 solar energy alld rclated topics for
Libra ry lou mal.
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Conservation is finally receiving its due attention, if little action .
The persuasive arguments for energy efficiency , most elegantly
advanced by Amory Lovins , are now being adopted as gospel; even
the Harvard Business School and the present administration are
echoing the theme. Most acknowledge the advantages of conserva 
tion over new energy development : low capital costs, minimal en
vironmental impacts , stimulation of employment, simplicity , and
effectiveness. However, significant institutional stumbling blocks
lie in the road to increased energy efficiency , an~ one of the largest
is the issue of weatherization in rental housing.

The Problem of Rental Housing
It is often assumed that the economical , rational homeowner will
assure a transition to a conserving future . Even if this were so, this
view neglects the fact that 35% o f the country ' s homes are occupied
by tenants , not homeowners, and this is the stumbling block . The
economic issue for homeowners is straightforward: those who pay
for conservation measures benefit in decreased energy bills-they
have incentive to co nserve . In contrast, tenants present a case of
split incentives : property owners who would pay for conservation
·m easures often don ' t directly benefit, and the tenants who would
directly benefit are too transitory to put money into a landlord's
property.
When tenants purchase energy , the situation is easy to under
stand . With conservation , tenants benefit fro m lowered utility bills
and increased living comfort . However, tenants seldom control
their length or conditions of occupancy . It is unrealistic to expect
tenants to invest in improvements to another 's property when th ey
cannot be assured that they will occupy it long enough to recover
their costs. No incentive program for renters short of a grant over
comes this problem .
Less well understood is the situation in which the landlord pays
the utility bills . These owners have an incentive to conserve, but
the incentive is much less than it first appears. Much rental proper
ty is held for tax and investment purposes , not for income . Owne rs
of investment property generally attempt to minimize their out-of
pocket expenses , and avoid outlays which yield a low return . In
addition , a landlord' s income from rental property is treated as
business income for tax pu rposes, and energy pu rchases are re
garded as business expenses that can be deducted .
Due to rapid depreciation , most rental propert y is sold every five
years . In practice , the payback periods for many conservation me s
ures are longer than the average length of ownership of th e proper
ty , These two factors mean that few consel"vation measu res will
appear economically attractive to landlords , even for those who pay
the energy bills . Incentives alone cannot be expected to have a sig
ni ficant effect on rental weatherization ; ma rket forces will bypass
energy effiCIenc y in renta l properties.
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How can the situation be changed? We need to become an effec
tive co nservation constituency-advocates of the approach that
emphasizes E. F. Schumacher' s smallness, simplicity and capital
cheapness. And we need to be particularly active in helping tenants
with energy efficiency, because tenants are the ones most likel y to
be left out in the cold by current programs.
Natiunally , about 55% of all tenants earn a low inco me. O n the
average, the poor pay a higher percentage of their income for the
energy they use. Also, renters are less able to absurb rising energy
costs , since they earn less than two-thirds the income of hom e
owners . But energy efficiency is more than an economic consider
ation . It is also an iss ue uf public health and welfare ; tenan ts have a
fundamental right to huusi ng which they can offord to heat com 
fortably.
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Mandatory Conservation
The fact that this discussion is limited tu rental housing does not
diminish the importance of developing a comprehensive program.
Mandatory rental weatherization should be part uf a comprehensive
(residentiaL commercial. industrial) program to be equitable. Man
dow ry conservation is the only effective uption available ; it IS com
pre hensive , and it is fair.
By mandating conservation, the important task of improving the
energy efficiency of buildings is accomplished . And by requiring
that all dwellings be energy efficient, the costs and benefits are
more equally and justly distributed . When people conserve on their
own initiative, they still must pay the rising costs created by the
increased demandof oth ers. But if everyone conse rves , then every
one benefits from lower energy bills and a slower increase in mergy
costs.
There are precedents for mandating energy l'fficiency . Davis ,
ali fornia, adopted a residential energy efficiency retrofi t urdinan ce
in November, 1979. Minnesota has a statewide mandatory residen
tial retrofit law. Portland, Oregon, adopted an energy policy which
includes mandatury measures for owner-uccupied and rental huus
ing, commercial buildings, and industrial structures . Seattle,
Washington, is considering a mandatory residential program uf
lesser scope, with the intention of developing a more inclusive pro 
gram later.
Many concerns must be balanced in designing a mandatory
weatherization program uf any scale . It is necessary to consider
standards, exemptions , implementation , impact on supply of a fford
able housing, inspection and compliance methods, administrative
COs ts, and public information. The balance is achieved through the
loca l political process, so it is not possible to say that there is one
"best" program which is generally a~plicable.
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We need to become an effective
conservation constituency -advocates
of smallness, simplicity, and capital
cheapness.
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There are basically three ways to set standards . The program pru
posed fo r Seattle relies on prescriptive standards specifying meas
ures which must be taken for each residence . This technique was
chosen because it is simple for people to understand what is re
quired of them, and it is easiest to administer. The standards are
based upon reasonable measures which will bring about significant
energy savings. Exemptiuns are allowed where certain lesser levels
o f insu lation an' already in place, or where the structure of the
bu ilding would reasonably prevent ins ta llation tlf the req u ired
measures.
Another approach to setting standards, used by Portland, Ore
gon, and the state of Minnesota, is to rely on cust-effective meas
ures dete rmined through an energy audit of each structure . Us ually
a pay back time of 5 to 10 years is specified. While th is is a more
rdined approach than prescriptive standards, it is more costly to
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admi ni ster because of the need for energy efficiency audits of each
d welli ng . Furthermore , the choice of an appropriate payback period
is a rbitrary . Nevertheless, the attraction of cost-effective standards
lIes In the gloss of appearing more reasonable than prescriptive
5ta ndards _
It is also possible to adopt performance standards, although pres
· ntly it would be hard to tell whether most jurisdictions would have
the sophistication to implement them , and whether the refinement
they offer would be worth the administrative costs.

Many financing m echanisms alread y exist . Some states, such as
Oregon, subsidize weatherization loans so they can be offered at
low interest rates. Some utilities offer low interest or no Interest !
deferred payment loans , Federal grants for weatherization are
available to low income homeowners . These can be e xtended to
rental units , as has been done in Minneapolis, Minnesota, and Lane
County , Orego n. Community development block grant money can
be used to offset the costs of weatherization . And some individuals
will pay for the work without borrowing.
Portland is setting up a new, non-profit corporation to provide
for financing and implementation of its program. The City of Seat
tle is considering providing low interest loans to complement other
financing programs .
Since 70% of the residences in Eugene, Oregon, are heated elec
trically, citizens there are advocating a financing scheme which in
cludes placing costs for conservation measures in the rate base of the
municipal electric utility. Non-residential heating customers would
be included in the weatherization requirement to the extent they
are covered by the other available financing programs .

Implementation

Other Considerations

The re are several possible implementatio n schemes . The Seattle
Energy O ff ice has proposed a date after which all structures covered
by the (lrJinance must be retrofitted . After a three-year grace pe
riod there will be a syste matic program of inspection of all aHected
um tS o ver the following two-year period. Minnesota has also set a
date after which all structures must be in compliance.
Po rtland , Oregon , has proposed blocking the transfer of title af
ter an initial five -year grace period . Since the transfer of title is con
tro ll ed by another jurisdiction , state law will have to be changed to
giv e Portland this authority . Seattle faced the same problem and
chose not to try for implementation through transfer of title. In
add itio n to jurisdictional problems, this method also fails to cover
pro pe rty which is not sold or is sold by land sales contract. How
eve r , its advantage is that you do not have government inspectors
coming to your home and giving you a set period of time to comply
or start paying a penalty.

A mandatory program must not increase the burden on low income
residents , who are already hard pressed to maintain affordable
housing. When a loan program is mandated, there is a need to en
sure that property owners do not pass on unjustified rent increases
and blame them on the weatherization program. Property owners
should be required to make available to their tenants a Weatheriza
tion Cost Disclosure Form to show the cost of weatherization per
dwelling. The impact of the weatherization program will be insig
nificant relative to probable market-based increases, and the pro
gram must not take the blame for causing re nts to be raised.
There is also a myriad of federal regulations to implement the
National Energy Conservation Policy Act of 1978. Weatherization
programs will have to take these into account . For example , if the
program is to rely on a new utility financing program , a waiver
from certain prohibitions in the regulations must be obtained.

: I : I : I : I : • : I : I : I : I : I : I : I : I :

A mandatory program must not
increase the burden on low income
residents, who are already hard-pressed
to maintain affordable housing.

Conclusion
Inspection
There are two reasons for inspection: compliance and quality of
\ ork. cattle is proposing to incorporate its Home Conservation
Rrq uirement (HCR) into the Seattle Housing Code. Inspection
would be conducted by city employees specifically trained as
weatherizatio n inspectors to inspect for HCR compliance only . In
o rder to avoid the problem of tying weatherization into a more ex
tensi ve enforcement of the entire Housing Code , the inspectors will
not be "mmpe tent" to take note of other Housing Code violations .
Seanl l'stimates enforcement will cost $4.3 million in a program
rCljuiring $55.4 million in retrofits and providing benefits of $98.8
mj llio n in savings.
Po rtland ' s approach is self-certification . It relies on the assump
tion tha t m ost people will obey the law. Its advantages are that
there is no extra cost for enforcement and individuals do not have
their pri vacy invaded by government inspectors .
Mlnnesuta requi res a pre-sale inspection to ascertain compliance
wit h t he mandato ry stand a rds , but this inspection is no t tied to en
forcemen t or to penalties for non-compliance. There will be random
inspC'ctions fo r enforcement .
It can also be argued that weatherization work should be in
spt,<ted to ensure proper installment, since improperly installed
insula tion can significantly reduce its effectiveness. Consumers
would know they were receiving the benefits for which they were
pay in " while energy suppliers would know the conservation for
whic h they were planning would be achieved .

Financing
A key issue in developing any mandatory weatherization program
IS t he financing mechanism . Even though a program is designed so
that t hl' cos ts are offset by the energy savings, many people would
find it dif ficu lt to cover the front-end costs of weatherization. Those
costs could range from $500 to $1200 per dwelling,

So far, most governmental conservation programs have relied on
incentives. We feel that incentives are not adequate to bring about
the weatherization of rental housing. If weatherization of this seg
ment of our residential structures is a goal , it can only be achieved
through mandatory programs. However, we must be ca reful that
we do not create programs which have greater burden than benefit.
With adequate financing, we feel communities can design their own
local programs which will be equitable and reasonable,

Access
In dev eloping the Seattle Home Conservation Requirement , a
mandatory program covering own er-occupied and rental property
up to fourplex structurrs, Marta Metcalf of the Seattle Energy Of
fice has written an excellent discussion paper covering the various
issues. While on e might arrive at dif!errnt conclusions regarding
th e specific recommendations, the paper provides concisr argu
ments about the choicrs which mllst be made. Contact :
Marta Metcalf
Seattle Energy Office
920 Arctic Building
Seattle, WA 98104
2061625-3835

Don Corsoll and Sam Sadler are coordinators of the Whiteaker
Neighborhood Enagy Project in Eugrne , Oregon . The project,
funded by the National Center for Appropriate Techn ology , is
working to have a mandatory weatherization ordinancr udopted by
th e City of Eugene , Contact :
Don Corson and Sam Sadler
Oregon Appropriate Technology
P.O . Box 1525
Eugene, Oregon Y7440
503 / 683- 1613
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Plagued by funding delays, revoked permits, and
rising costs, SUEDE workers question th~
Uniform Plumbing Code.
I ; I I I I I
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by Ken Eklund and Paul Sansone
SUEDE (Solar Utilization for Economic Development and Employ
ment) was a project designed to train CETA employees to build and
install solar water heaters and greenhouses in the homes of low
income people. Ecutope Group joined with the Mid- Willamette
Valley Commun ity Action Agency Energy Program last year for a
project to build and install nearly 70 solar water heaters in Salem,
Oregon. The project, one of 15 funded nationwide by a consortium
of the Department of Energy, the Department of Labo r, and the
:ornm unity Services Administration , was plagued by funding de
lays, revoked permits, and rising costs. After delays totaling about
four and a half months, the project ended wirh only 12 systems
installed-at a cost twice that projected with the original design. At
the center of all these problems is the Uniform Plumbing Code.
Ecotope originally set out to install a thermosiphon system with
non-toxic anti-freeze solution running through the collectors . We
borrowed a time-tested heat exchanger design from Steve Baer of
Zomeworks and Chris Mattock of Solar Applications in Vancouver ,
S. c. They used a tank-in-tank heat exchanger that 1) thermo
Siphoned very well , 2) could be assembled easily on site, 3) used
fairly common materials, and 4) was low cost. Solar Applications
had operated systems of this design in British Columbia for years
with good results, and their model was copied throughout Canada.
The chief concern of the Plumbing and Water Quality officials
was cross-connection -that is, a tic between the potable water sys
tem and anothe r system that migh t resu lt in pollution of the pota

ble wate r. This pollution usually occurs when there is a pressure
drop in th e potable system that sucks the fluid from the other sys
tem in through the cross-connection. Everyone agrees that cross ·
connection should be avoided .
The conflict is over what the Uniform Plumbing Code (UPC) re
quires for protection . Our interpretation is that the UPC requires
only a Watts«>9Dbackflow preventer for a system in which only a
possibility of cross-connection exists , and where the fluid in the
other system is an FDA-approved substance . The City of Seattle
(WA) and King County agree with this position. The State of O re 
gon Code Division , on the other hand, has now det ermined that if a
doubler wall heat exchanger is not used, then a cross-connection will
be assumed . It will also be assumed that the FDA-approved sub··
stance will at some time be replaced with a toxic substance. After
making these assumptions , they then require that one Watts18 900
valve be placed at the water meter and another between th e solar
heater and the rest of the house system.
AWatts®9Dcosts about $30, is easy to install, and needs no
maintenance. A Watts®900 costs about $250 and must be installed
by a licensed plumber and serviced once a year at a cos t of $30. T he
Oregon Code Division has added $600 to $1 ,000 to th e cost of the
system (depending on installation fees) in order to enfo rce a wry
shaky code in terpreta tion.
Aftel the Code Division indicated it would require the same back·
flow protection even if the tank-in-tank system was set up as a
drainback, filled with water and pumped, the Energy Program de
cided to go with a full-scale acti ve sys tem using commercial compo
nents . After an unfortunate and costly attempt to fabricate a dou
ble-wall heat exchanger fromS oln RoUQI'in the hope of maintaining
the goal of lower-cost, owner-built technology, the Energy Pro
gram threw in the towel and bought heat exchange tanks from Ma r
Flo®at four times the cost of the tank-in-tan k exchanger. Not (mly
were the active systems more difficult than the thermosiphons t(l
set up (because of their inc reased complexity). but they also turm·.d
out to be much more expensive-at a cost twice the $600 average
cost that appeared realistic for the thermosiphons .
Other issues raised by the code people were 1) you can' t have
someone else assemble a collector with solder connections to be
used in an open-loop system unless that person is a licensed
plumber (owner-builders are exempt from thi s); 2) the need for
permanent access to any tank more than 4 feet above the ground ;
and 3) the requirement for over-bracing of roofs on which coill-ct m s
and storage tanks are placed . (The question here is not whether the
roof should be braced, but whether it is being braced for an C'!rphant
or a 1400 lb . water heater.)
All of this has a chilling impact on the development and imple
mentation of low-cost solar water heating . It has hamstrung those
agencies that would deliver these systems to the poor, and has se·
verely limited the options of the owner-builder. The ambigu ity
created by an unclear code that allows for capricious interpretation
and long delays is a threat not on ly to low-income se rv ice agencies
but also to solar businesses as well. If all the edicts of th e Stall' Code
Division were consistently enforced , many commercial sola r sys
tems would be cailed into question . And if large-scal e solarizatio n
plans (a key component of Oregon Energy Task Force thinking) are
rver attempted, the whole effort could be inhibited by unclear
codes, unreasonable interpretations, and uninformed local budding
officials.
These problems can be solved , though, by the adoption of (odes
addressed to the issues of solar water heating. These codes, which
should be established legislatively, should be performance-o riented
and not prt'scriptive; allowing for develop m~ nt o f new solutions
ra th er than forced adoption of the present comml'rcia l technology ,
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A plutonium economy will
ensure that 1984 arrives right
on time."

U

"Bridging the Gap:" Labor &
Anti-Nuclear Cooperation?

The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists,
$19.50Iyear from:
1024-28 E. 58th Street
Chicago, IL 60637
RAIN has accessed Th e Bulletin before.
We' ve been impressed over the years with
the quality of real information put out by
this Educational Foundation for Nuclear
Science. They've published solid technical
material on wind power, solar , and biomass
as well as their main focus, the atom . De
spite the ominous symbol, the Bulletin
lock (which was moved closer to mid
night-nuclear doomsday- this year), the
Bulletin continues to provide an informed
optimism . Maybe we like them so much
because we share their hope that "through
increased knowledge about . .. the alterna
tives, we may be able to pass from the oil
into the solar age without either blowing
ourselves up , tearing ourselves apart, or
rendering the Earth uninhabitable. " -CC

Over 200 labor and anti-nuclear activists
joined forces in January for a conference on
" Labor and the Nuclear Issue" in Oakland ,
CA . Organized by the Abalone Alliance
Labor Task Force and the Bay Area Rank
and File Coalition, and co-sponsored by
AFSCME 1695, SEIU 535 , and the Office
and Professional Employees Local 29 , the
conference aimed at " bridging the gap"
between the labor and anti-nuclear move
ments and exploring areas of common in
terest. The gathering was marked by the
diversity of participants-though few
minority people attended-and by the
wide range of unions represented .
Following Barry Commoner's keynote
address , fifty people, mostly rank and file
union activists, joined the largest work
shop, "Organized Labor and the Anti-Nu
clear Movement. " The labor people came
from such unions as United Auto Workers ,
SEIU , postal workers , hospital workers,
steamfitters, construction workers, public
employees, and International Brotherhood

of Electrical Workers , which represents
most nuclear plant employees in Califor
nia .
The fertility of ideas in this workshop
was impressive . Labor activists made it
clear that though they opposed nuclear
power they were unable to give much en
ergy to anti-nuclear battles since their main
priority is to defend their unions against
attack and to preserve hard-won gains.
Some advocated the formation of a labor
party. A woman from the American Feder
ation of Teachers urged labor and environ
mental movements to join forces around a
common economic strategy for the 1980s.
Labor and anti-nuclear activists found
that though they have different short-term
priorities, there are overlapping areas of
common interest in which to work together
in the future, especially around the eco
nomics of energy . The success of the con 
ference may be an indication of growing
cooperation between diverse grass-roots
movements in the 1980s. -Stewart Burns

Stewart is a writer and anti-nuclear activ
ist in the Bay Area .

The Conscience of the International Scientific Community
The Bulletin clock is a symbolic warning of the lateness of the hour as mankind confronl'
(or fails to confront) the urgent problems of our limes . The minute hand, never far from
midnight, has moved nine times since the founding of Ihe magazine at the end of Workl War II .
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Codes should acknowledge the place of th ermosiphon systems, the
legitimate need for low-cost , owner-built options, and a class of
skilled solar installers who do not have to be plumbers. Formation
of such a performance code should be done through the joint work
of plumbers , solar businesses, code officials, the Oregon Depart
ment of Energy, low-cost solar designers, and engineers.
As part of this attempt to establish a pragmatic code process, the
state or region should establish a test lab that works with these peo
ple to avoid the high costs of the national testing labs. This would
also make the process more relevant to the new state code . Until a
lab is set up , as part of a long-term field test plan, the local author
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Energy from Heaven and Earth, Edward
Teller, 1979, $15.00 from:
W.H. Freeman and Company
660 Market Street
San Francisco, CA 94104
Edward Teller is nothing if not optimistic.
As ked whether he is sorry that he worked
o n th e development of nuclear weapons he
respo nds that he certainly is not. "i had the
chance to help put powerful tools in the
hands of my fellow citizens. " he says . " I
feel confident that on the whole, these tools
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will be used properly." One such proper
use. in his view . would be a nuclear explo
sion to loosen up additional supplies of nat
ural gas trapped in tight rock formations .
The main problem in implementing this
technique. he believes. "is psychological."
Teller also sees psychological problems
(and scientific ignorance) impeding the
development of nuclear generating capac
ity. If only people could overcome their
un reasonable fears! As the man who. in
1945. decided for all of us that exploding
the first nuclear bomb would be all right in
spite of the warnings of some scientists that
it might blow up the world. Teller himself
is certainly not prone to nervousness about
the unknown, and he is quick to assure his
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The nuclear

Raliflcacion or
the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation
Treaty.

and U.S.S.R .
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TO MlDNIGIIT
Str.leak Anns
LimitacionTaI,,"s
(......T) lead to
finl nuclear arms
control esreemenl
bet....n U.S.
and U.S.S.R.
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Accidents Will Happen, edited by Lee
Stephenson and George R. Zachar,
with assistance from Gail Kovach (En
vironmental Action Foundation), 339
pp., 1979, $2.50 from:
Harper & Row
10 E. 53rd St.
New York, NY 10022

clear powe r's part in determining foreign
policy is missing .
Accidellts Will Happen calls fo r a g rass
roots anti-nuke movment without iden tifv
ing the forces behind nuclear power . Th is-is
somewhat analagous to asking people to
attack the tip of an iceberg when it is the
base that is currently running them
aground. -KS

Accidents Will Happ en offers an anthology
of mild articles that serve as an introduc
tion and overview of the nuclear power
issue. They cover the history and develop
ment of the nuclear industry and federal
regulating agencies . technical information
on the nuclear cycle and design. decommis

No Nukes: Everyone's Guide to Nile/ear
Power, Anna Gyorgy & Friends, 1979,
478 pp., $8.00 (paperback) from:
South End Press
Box 68, Astor Station
Boston, MA 02123

sioning of plants. waste transportation and
disposal. civil rights issues. economic fac
tors. nuclear and jobs. the benefits of con
servation. and appropriate sources of en
ergy .
The book lacks a co herent political analy
sis which leaves several holes in its presen
tation of nuclear power. Though it ex
amines some of the economic reasons
nukes are so essential to government and
industry. it fails to examine the nuclear
industry's role in the military-industrial
power base. Some attention is given to nu
clear proliferation. but an analysis of nu

1969 .qI972
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weapons club now
stancis at five ,
with France, Cruna,
Bn taln. t he U.S.
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readers about the "vigilance" of the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission. the multiple
safeguards built into each nuclear plant .
and the reliability of the " meticulously"
prepared Rasmussen Report on reactor
safety. As for waste disposal. he says. sev
eral good. inexpensive methods already
exist. and all that remains for us is to
choose among them and work out some
details.
For anti-nuclear activists . this book pro
vides a valuable (and chilling) look into the
thought processes of a main opposition
leader. -JF
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ity can work with the designers of experimental systems by observ
ing performance in the field for a limited number of them . This is
what is being done. for example. by the City of Seattle and King
COunty . Code officials should be educated in this technology and
learn to understand their role as arbiters in a new situation . inter
pretation should be assisted by a commission that includes those
knowledgeable in all aspects of solar water heating.
The re is no question that the code process exists to protect the
public. However. the Salem experience indicates that in the field of
sola r water heating the public may be protected too much . It is time
tha t the whole process be examined with regard to its impact on the
broad scale implementation of solar water heating.
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No Nuk es is an excellent referrnn' boolr
wh ich summarizes from hundreds of sou r
ces the basic princi ples of nuc:Iea r techn oI- ,
ogy and the myriad problems surrounding
it.
Extensive research by expert voluntl'er
writers gives a comprehensivt' view o f is
sues . ranging from the history of nuclear
power to health and safety qu esti ons. to tht'
economics and politics of nukes. and to th e
grass-roots movement for sOc-lal changt'
and alternati ve energy sources .
No Nu kes can answer most. if not all ,
questions one might have abou t nuclt'ar
power and how to stop it. it is exten sivel
footnoted and contains a detai led Index and
bibliography of resources . As such it is an
unparalleled organizing manual for nc'w or
experienced anti-nuke activists 
everyone's gUide to nuclear power. 
Elaine Hebel
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Elaine i$ a mem ber of Fon·laws Oil Board
all d a co-fol/nde r of Grre'lpl'a re , Oregoll.

Paul Sanson e was director of th e Mid- Willamette Valley Co ml1lr1 
nity Actio n Ag/,ll cy Energy Prog ram during the period of the
SUEDE project. Currently he is working as a train !' r for the Wa sh
ington County (Oregon) Community Action Program a ll thei r so
larization program.
Ken Eklund is training coo rdinator and e;fewtivt' offic(, r of Eeo
tope Group. a non- profit research. education alld develo pme/lt or
ganization specializing in ell erg y conservat ion an d altcrn ativt' /' /1 
ergy resoura s. Ecotope Group is located at 2332 E. Madison . Sea l 
tie, WA 98112, 206/322-3753 .
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A number of environmental. labor and religious
organizations, concerned about the plight of
persons exposed to radiation during military
service. on the job. or as a result of residing near
nuclear facilities , will sponsor National Citizens
Hearings for Radiation Victims. April 11-14, in
Washington, DC. Contact the National Council
Qf Churches of Christ, 475 Riverside Drive, New
York, NY 10027 .

One-day workshops, designed to provide basic
principles /l nd skills to persons new to commu 
nity organizing . will be held in Columbia , Sc.
on March 20 and in Minneapolis, MN , on May
15. Contact the Institute for Social/ustice. 100
Massach us et/s Ave. , Boston , MA 02115.

Help Wanted

General Announcements
At about the time you receive this issue of
RAIN you may also be receiving some pro
motional material from New Roots for the
Northeast, Co-op, Solar Age, People & En
ergy, the Institute for Food and Develop
ment Policy, or the Oregon Wilderness Coa
lition. We've been doing some mailing list
exchanges with selected groups whose
members or subscribers have interests in
common with RAIN's readers. Remember,if
you do not want your name to be included
in such exchanges, we're always happy to
honor your request.
Students fo r Community Technology . a group
/ll til e University of Wisconsin . is planning to
set up an alternat ivl' placement service for stu
dents who do not desi re to be funneled to IBM,
Gell eral Motors. and th e like . They seek the
advicl' of RAIN reader. who may have knowI
ed e or experience in setting up such a service.
Wri te them at 1121 University Avenue. Madi
son. WI 5371 5.

NCAT Grants: The National Center for Ap
propriate Technology has a number of
grants available for demonstration projects
in low-cost solar water heating, sawdust log
fabrication, etc. Incorporated non-profit
organizations, public agencies, and Indian
tribes are eligible for consideration. Write
NCAT Grants Office, P.O. Box 3838, Butte,
MT 59701, for details.
The Mid-America Solar Energy Conference
(MAS EC) has announced the Requests for Pro
posals (RFPs) they will make in 1980 in solar
design . construction. and marketing areas. A full
announcement of 1980 RFPs or copies of the
RFPs them selves are available from Thomas N .
Langlois, MASEC, Alpha Business Center. 8140
26th Avenue South , Minneapolis. MN 55420.
612 1853 -0400.

Courses and Conferences
Harriet Barlow, co-chairperson of the new
Citizen's Party and director of the Institute
for Local Self-Reliance, will be guest
speaker at the 4th Annual Equinox Confer
ence to be held near Eugene, Oregon, March
13-16. This impossible-to-categ</rize event
will include discussions in the areas of art,
communications, education, energy, en
vironment, ethnic cultures, health, informa
tion networks, land use, recreation and
transportation. For details, contact the Cas
cadian Regional Library, Lane Bldg., Box
1492, Eugene, OR 97440, 503/485-0366.

The Committee for a National Recycling
Policy will host the first National Recycling
Conference, April 21-24, in Fresno, CA. For
more information, contact Hal Conklin,
P.O. Drawer poP, Santa Barbara, CA 93102,
805/962-2210.
" Regulatory Controversy : the Case of Health
and Safety" is the title of a conference to be held
March 7-8 in Washington, DC. The event, to be
co-sponsored by the Progressive Alliance, the
National Center for Policy Alternatives, and the
Environmental Law Institute , will examine the
controversy surrounding the cost and effective
ness of government health and safety regulation.
For more information, contact the NCPA at 2000
Florida Ave. N.W. , Washington, DC 20009,
202 /387 -6030 .

"Energy-Efficient Community Planning"
will be the title of a two-day seminar to be
held in Philadelphia, March 13-14. Focus
will be on such communities as Davis, Cali
fornia, and Hartford, Connecticut, which
provide examples of energy-saving technol
ogy in transportation, housing, water and
waste management, and commercial con
struction. For details contact Rill Ann Gold
stein, The JG Press, Box 351, Emmaus, PA
18049,215/967-4010 or 965-5254.
A conference entitled " Strategies for Stopping
Shopping Centers" will be held in New York
City , March 17-18 . For information, contact
Mary Dalessandro, Downtown Research & De
velopment Center, 270 Madison Avenue, New
York , NY 10016. 212 /889-5666 .

Press conferences, rallies, and other events
will be staged nationwide in late March to
mark the first anniversary of the Three Mile
Island incident. For more information con
tact Coalition for a Non-Nuclear World, 236
Massachusetts Ave. N.E., #506, Washing
ton, DC 20002.
Th e AIAAISERI Wind Energy Conference will
be held in Boulder, CO . Apri/9-11 . The event
will provide an in -depth forum for dissemina
tion of results of current activities in wind en
ergy development. For further information .
contact Kenneth H. Speiser . Grumman En ergy
Systems , 41 75 Vet erans Memorial Highway ,
Ronkonkoma, NY 11779. 5 16/ 737-3710.

Earthwork Center for Rural Studies, an edu
cation and organizing center for food and
land issues, is looking for a person with
administrative experience, a basic under
standing of agricultural issues, and knowl
edge of labor andl or community organiza
tions, to serve as a program coordinator.
Salary is $10,000 a year. For details, write to
Director, Center for Rural Studies, 3410 19th
St., San Francisco, CA 94110.
The Faralloneslnstitute Rural Center needs a
new office manager. Th e pOSition requires a
knowledge of appropriate technology andlor
env ironmental education . Duties will include
typing , poster layout . coordination of publica
tions department and visitors' (enter . response
to let/ers and phone inquiries , and some book·
keeping. A small salary pillS room and board
will be provided. Send resumes to Reny Slay ,
Farallones Institute . 15290 Coleman Valley Rd ..
Occidental, CA 95465.
A person to design and construct alcohol produc
tion units is sought by the National Center for
Appropriate Technology . Position is for one year
at a salary of $20,000, and requires a B.S . degree
and at least one year of experience with alcohol
fuels . Contact NCAT Personnel Office, P.O .
Box 3838, Butte, MT 59701.

The Amity Foundation, a non-profit group
working in appropriate technology research
and education, is seeking new associates.
They are prepared to provide both experi
ence and sponsorship to qualified individu
als in developing new projects and sources
of funding. No direct positions are presently
available; all proposals must be initiated by
applicants. For more information, contact
Amity Foundation, P.O. Box 7066, Eugene,
OR 97401, or call 503/484-7171.
The National Family Farm Coalition . a mem
bership organizatiOlI interest ed in changing
federal agricultural policy in order to encourage
small and moderate-sized family farms. is look
ing for an experienced lobbyist. familiar with
agricultural polici"s. commit/I'd to grass -roots
organizitlg . and skilled in speaking and writing.
Non-hierarchical work environment. If in
terested. send resume and personal letter to:
National Family Farm Coalition . 918 F Street
N .W .. 2nd Floor . Washington , DC 20004.
RAIN needs a new staff member' We're looking

Three training programs in the "French
intensive/bio-dynamic" method of garden
ing will be offered by the Santa Barbara
Center for Bio-Intensive Agriculture, March
30 - May 9; June 23 - August 29; and October
6 - November 14. Write to the center clo
Community Environment Council, 924 Ana
capa Street, Suite B4, Santa Barbara, CA
93101.

for a creative, experienced person to take respon
sibility in some areas where we currently feel a
special need : circulation, promotion and busi
ness administration. Persons applying should be
at least acquainted with appropriate technology
and willing to work with consensus decision
making. Position is full-tim e . equal in status and
salary ($500/mo .) with other staff members .
Send letter, resume and references ASAP to
RAIN, 2270 NW Irving, Portland, OR 9721 0 .
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"Owners of Stepping·Stones will
have in one volume such classics as
Schumacher's 'Buddhist
Economics, ' ... Amory Lovins' 'The
Road Not Taken, , Ivan II/ich on
'Radical Monopoly, , essays or
extracts from Stewart Brand,
Wilson Clark, Lappe and Col/ins.
.. ."-MANAS

"Makes you feel good just to open RAINBOOK
anywhere and snoop around."-Co-Evolution
Quarterly

""IHIlOOI:

"Together, RAINBOOK and Stepping
Stones constitute an invaluable
resource guide to developing an
alternative to our present society."
-The Self-Determination Journal

ORDl:..K. FURM
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Between Silence and Light, John Lobell,
1979, $7.95 from:
Shambhala Publications, Inc.
1123 Spruce St.
Boulder, CO 80302
Lo ui s l. Kahn , more than an y o th e r mod 
e rn a rc h itect, learned to go back to th e
roots o f th e in stitutions we hou se and th e
m ateria ls and tec hniques we build with .
Hi s th o ug hts an d bu ildings a re an impo r
ta nt lesso n , s howi ng wh y each of us ner ds
pe rso na ll y to touch th r beg inn ings o f
thin gs a nd wh a t wr ga in by do ing so. This
boo k is a bea uti full y done introdu ctio n to
Kahn a nd hi s wo rk . -Tom Bend e r

Form and Design

w ' h e "n" of W ondec com" Real;zat;on. Realiza
tion is born ou t of the intuitive. Something must be just so, and
it has a definite existence though you cannot see it. You strive
because that existence makes you think of what you want to
express. In thi s drive to express, you make a distinction between
existence and presence. When you give something presence, you
have to consult nature, and that is where Design begins.
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